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THE ANOMALY IN MESON PRODUCTION IN p + d COLLISIONS* 

Norman E. Booth, Alexander Abashian, and Kenneth M. Crowe 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

May Z9, 1961 

In an earlier letter 1 we reported the results of some preliminary meaa

urements of the momentum spectra of He 3 and H3 nuclei produced in collisions 

of high-energy (6Z4- to 743-Mev) protons with deuterium. In addition to the 

single -pion reactions 

r 
p -1· d-

I 

', 

we looked for the reactions 

p+d- I 
and 

( 
p + d ~. ~ 

t 

H 3 + 0 e 11'· 

H3 + 11"+ 

He 3 + w0 

He3 + '"+ i 1f-

He3 + '"o + TrO 

Hj + w+ 

H3 . + t 0 <t· 1f .. 1f 

(la) 

(lb) 

(lc) 

(ld) 

(Zb) 

(Zc) 

where w' may be a particle of(mass between 1 and 2.8 pion masses. For 

reactions resulting in a He 3, the two pions (or particle) can be in isotopic 

spin statec 0 or 1; if a H3 results, only 1 == 1 is allowed. We found an anomalous 

peak in the He 3 spectra whiCh appeared to behave kinematically like a particle 

or resonance of mass approx 310 Mev. At that time we were unable to give 

a definite isotopic spin assignment to the anomaly. and we considered a P-wave 

1f-1f resonance as a possible explanation. Z 

We have since repeated the experiment with a new arrangement which 

enabled us to measure both the He 3 and H
3 

spectra with improved reaollition 
t'i- ~ 
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and accuracy. With the new cla.ta we have been able to assign an ieotopic 

epin 1 = 0 to the anomaly, and eubaequently to rule out the P-wave w-1r 

resonance hypotbeaie. It ia possible to explain the anomaly by means of a 

strong S-wave , .. ,.. attraction in the 1 = 0 state, with a scattering length 

between land 3 pion Compton wave length8. 

Figure 1 is a acbematic drawing of the experimental arrangement. The 

proton beam extracted from the 184·inch cyclotl'on wa.a paesed through a gueoue 

deuterium taraet operated at liqulcl aitroaen temperature and at about 300 pal. 

Partielea procluce4 at 11.8 dea were collimated. by a eystem of slits. and 

ioc:uaed at infinity by the q\l&Clrupote Q 1• Momentum anal yc~ia was ac:eompliehed 

by the bending maaneta M1 and M2• Quadrupole Q2 tocuaed the particles at a 

srid consisting Gt aix 1/Z.·lnch·wide counter• each of which defined a momentum 
. 3 3 

bite Ap/p of. 0.45,-r~. He and. H were selected from other particles by time 

of f.Ught, range, and. clE/ Gx. Backgrounds were me&a\lred. by uing hydrogen 

gae in the target. 

The results of the measurements of the He3 and. a 3 spectra at the full 

3 proton eneray of 743 Mev are shown in Figa. Za aad lb. We were uaable to 

observe He3 of momenta less than 1000 Mev/ c. becaw.e ot their low raqe. The 

peaks at 1530 Mev/ c. correspond to lteac:tiona (la) aod (Za.) at SO d.eg c. m. for 
3 . . 

the heavy particle. The peak at 820 Mev/ e in the H spectrum corresponds to 

156 deg c. m. in Reaction (~). Dc11ble-plon production for this laboratory

eyatem angle ia kinematically possible between the limita of 910 and 1440 Mev/ c. 

U we aaaume the anomaly ia not c!ue to a pion-nucleon interaction, and 

that charge iAdependenc:e holds, we can analyze Reac:tiona (lb, c, d) and (Zb, c) 

in terms of the isotopic spin of the two plou (or particle). Since the p + d 

system has I = 1/1 and 1
3 

::: 1/Z, we can form with He3 or H3 the I-epin eigen

functions having 1 = 1/Z.. lz = 1/Z.: 
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lfo He3 (la) 

../2/3 m H3 
• ..J17j lJ~ He

3
• (3b) 

where, for two pions, 

(4&) 

(4b) 

-n-0 . f"'il.iJ + ... .. + 0 0 II 0 = "'~ It 3 (v .,.. +. 11' ,.. • , 1f ). (4c:) 

Thus, with H3 we have only l = 1 production; but with He3 we have both I: 0 

and l = 1, the amo\dm of 1 = 1 beins 1/Z as large aa in the H
3 

case. To get the 
. l 

I = 0 spectrum shown in Fie. 3. we drew a smooth c\U'Ve tbrouah the H epectrwn, 

divided it by two, all<! subtracted it from the He 3 spectrum. 

Before looking carefully into possible explanations for the bump that 

appears in the 1 = 0 spectrum, one must bow the momentum resolution of the 

experiment. This resolution was calculated. 'byt ta.kioc into account such efi~i::ts' 

as finite angular definition, beam dlmenslon8, imaae anci arid sizee, multiple 

ecatterina, angular cliveraencea, &Del energy spread of the proton beam. By 

making reaaonable aaaumptione about the energy spread of the proton beam, 

we were able to reproduce the ahapoa and widths ol the three single-pion 

J produetion peaks. Figure 4 ehowa the resolution function lor He momenta 

near 1400 Mev/c. The full wiclth at half-maximum la 35 Mev/c, with an 

estimated uncertainty ot ~~Mev/ c. 

Aa a stal'ting point for comparing the data with theory, we computed. the 
0 

Lorentz-invariant phase-apace volume element in the laboratory system: 

dz z { 4 z ) 1/z. p p3 .,. 
'· 2 ---- lJ - 1 .. --z , 

dp3 cm3 w3 \ w 
(5) 
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ll ia the momentum of the incoming proton. W L ie the total energy in the 

laboratory eyetem, p3 and. w3 are the reepectlve momentum an4 total energy 

of the He3, an4 w 11 the total energy ill the baryceatric ayatem. of particlea 

4 ancl 5, the two piona oi maea ..,.. We have aaaumecl the traneition matrix 

element to be a conltant. and restrict ouraelvea tQ the relativistically invariant 
. ! 

torm oi the volwne in p,haae space. The calfj.\:alati.ona were done for char1ed 

and neutral piona ami combined accorcl.iag to Eq. (4ct. Wlth the reeolution 

foldecl in and normalized to the experimental clata at momeata below ll50 Mev/c, 

+ 
1 

is ahovm as the c:taehed cuve in Fig. J. ''• 

A promieing explaD&tion at the momeDt la that the anomaly te due to a 

etrong S-wave w-v interaction 4 ~t can be characterized by a ecattel'ina length. 
'~-

The conditione ior the validity of the tbeol)' ot fiaal-etate iatel'&ctlone5 aret 

that the mecha.ni&m oi the primary reaction be a ahol't•range iD.teractlon, that 

the final-etate interaction be atrona aftd attractive, aa.d. that we conelder only 

low.relative energiea of the two piou. Under these conditlou, which we will 

eee can be eatiefied here, the volume element 1n phaee apace (Eq. I) lor a 

given value of the pion-pion energy w ie enhaaced by a factor proportional 

to the pion-ploD ecatterl!'lg erose eection at the energy w. To obtain. the eneray 

dependence of the pion-pion croaa eeetioa we go to Eq. (V. ZZ) of Ref. 6, where 

we 4efine a ecatteriag length a 80 ae the amplitude at aero ene:rsy. We have 

/ ")1/Z O l z/ "\1/1. [ _ 1/Z] 
~;rr cot6o= •• o ... i\Y'+TJ tn w+(v+l) t 

~ I ' J 

(6) 

0 · /a~ where 60 is the S·wave 'lr•11' phase ahift in the I = 0 state v lathe aqua:re of 

the momentum (in pion maas unite) in the two .. pion barycentric eyatem. This 

gives a.n enhancement !actor (normalized to unity at v = 0) 
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f/ Za80 1 v \1/Z f .. l/'lj)Z z " i ·1 
F(v) = ''t\1 + --;- \V'+T) In l...r; + (v + 1) j, + a80 ;tT f (7) 

This is exact for the S·clominant solutions of the 11•11' equations 7 where the 1r-1r 

coupling constant is 

1 asO 
~ = - J 1 + 0.55i a.0 

For the P-doml11ant solutions8 Eq. (7) is atill a very aood approximatiGn. 

but to evaluate ). we muat know "R and. r, the position and width parameters 

respectively of the P-wave W•'lf resonan,ce. 9 We obtained good fits to our I= 0 data 

at momenta above lSSO Mev/c with a80 'between 2.2. &Ad 3.0 tW,c with a best-fit 

value of 2. 5 11/~e. The eolid curve of Fig. J showa the fit obtained for 

a 80 = 1.8 ft/.,.c. We d.o not expect tlle computed curve to fit the experimental 

points below 1J50 Mev/c tor the followin.g re.-om the final-fJta.te interaction 

picture it valid only at low relative energies of the two pione where their 

attraction is large compared to other effects, such ae details of the production 

mechanism and final·state , .. ae3 interactiou. 

In Fia. 4 we show the result of subtracting the pba&e-space volume from 

the data. The peak occurs at a maaa value of about 300 Mev, and unfolding the 

resolution gives a width of about as Mev. This yield.s a lifetime of the same 

order a• the interaction time, aacl the concept of a particle becomes vague. It 

therefore seems doubtful that thie is the vector meaon of Nambu. 10 We intend 

to settle this question independently of tha reeol~ in a aubsequent experiment. 
'.~- ~. 

We cannot cornpletely rule out the possibility that the aaomaly is due 

to final-state interactions between the He 3 and one of the pions. The I ::; 3/1., 
] 

J :: 3/Z , pion-nucleon state can occur in the H case, but not as atronsly as 

3 in the He caae. However, in the region of the anomaly we are below the 

energy of the 3/Z. 3/Z resonance. Also, in other experiments in which the 
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final stat'! conslste of two pions and a nw:leon. the energy spectrum of the 

nucleon is ueually not strongly influenced by the J/Z, 3/1. reeona.nce. 11 We 

C:&ll diemiea the s-wave pion-nucleue interaction because it ia Jmovm to be 

11. 
•.mall at these enersiee. 

We have also considered the symm.etrin.tion of the wave fUI'lCtion for 

the two ploaa. Deta.lla of the derivation are atven in 1\ef. 3. We present here 

only the reeult, whi~h is to multipl·y Eq. (S) by the factor 

.B(Il) a 1 + exp [ .. ( (w/ ,..,z .. 4) (R/Z.l 5)2]. where a is the radiua of luteraction. 

in unit I of 1/ 1-'- The effect of the eymmetrlzation oa the shape of + 
8 

is small 

fer all valu.a of R and. caat'lOt rep~duee the obaet'Ved bump. We will there• 

fore neglect .B(R.J, although laclw.Una it would 4ecrea.ee the value of the 

ecattedag length ciedved. above. 

Anctther effect we mention only briefly is the He·3 wave function. Roughly 

speaking, the three nucleons atiek toaether to form a He3 more eaaily when 

they have low relative ecerclee becauee the He 3 wave function has fewer higb

momeatum component e. TIU• eU:ect favors low He 3 momema. F'rom both the 

3 3 H and He spectra, we eoaclwle that this effect le small or else compeuated 

for by somethf.na: else. 

We pla.a to repeat the experiment at another laboratory-system ansle. It 

should tben be possible to make the correct interpretation.. 

We wish to acknowledae the generous ancl helpfQl asaiata.nce of the many 

students, notably ltobe:rt L. Beck, Philip B. Beilin, Gordon M. Bingham, 

John B .. Czirr. Hans w. Knt.ger, and R. E. Shaler, who devoted large amounts 

of time and enersy to this experiment. It ie a pleasure to thaak Dr. Geoffrey 

F. Chew, Dr. Richard H. Dalltz, Dr. A. Paia, Dr. Emilio Segr~. and 

Dr. Kenneth M. Watcon for many enlightening discussions. Finally, we wioh 

to thank Mr. James Vale arul the entire cyclotron crew for capable and reliable 

operation of the cyclotron. 
' 
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FlGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement. 

UCRL-9719 

Fig. Za. Momentum speetrum of He3 at 11.8 deg, laboratory syatem. 

Fig. Zb. Momentum spectrum of H3• 

F"lg. 3. I ~ 0 part of He' spectrum. The dashed curve ta the phase ... lllpa.ce 

volume fitted to the points below 1300 Mev/ c. The solid curve is the 

pb.aae .. spa.ce volume multiplied by the pion ... pion enhancement factor 

for a acattt~~rina length a80 = z.a ti./J.~.c. The expeJ"imental reeolbtion 

has been folded. into both curves. The w scale gives the total energy 

ia th~ two-pion haryeenti'ic system. 

Fig. 4. Effect o£ aubtractlng the phaee•epaee vol~e trom the I = o. Me 3 

data. The soUd curve is the computed sx,perimentalre8olution at 

1400 Mev/c. 
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